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Abstract. Soft Qwerty keyboards are widely used on mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones. Research into physical keyboards have found split keyboards to be ergonomically better than ordinary physical keyboards. Consequently, the idea of split keyboards has also been applied to tablet soft keyboards.
A controlled experiment with n = 20 participants was conducted to assess if split
soft keyboards pose an improvement over ordinary soft keyboard on tables with
both one-handed and two-handed use. The results show that the split keyboard
performs worse than ordinary keyboards in terms of text entry speed, error rate
and preference.
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Introduction

Tablets offer users a convenient computing platform with visually and highly interactive access to information via large touch displays. Although direct manipulation
through various browsing gestures is one of the huge benefits of touch interaction, the
task of entering text is still highly prevalent for sending messages and filling in forms.
Although many innovative text entry methods have been proposed for touch displays
the simple Qwerty virtual keyboard appears to be still the most popular as users already
are familiar with physical Qwerty keyboards and many users have developed highly
efficient touch-typing skills. On tables users typically enter text with one or two fingers
if using one or two hands as touch-typing is difficult due to the lack of tactile feedback.
Unlike touch-typing where the eight fingers only move up or down or to the side with
one finger text entry the finger must move across the virtual keyboard from one key to
another. Clearly, the large distance travelled by the finger slows down text entry and
imposes more physical load on the user. The distance travelled is proportional to the
size of the keyboard and using larger tablets thus takes longer time than using a
smartphone with comparatively much smaller displays. Clearly, instead using two fingers with two hands to cover the left and the right side of the virtual keyboard speeds
up text entry as each finger must travel much shorter distances.
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When text is input on a mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet with one hand
the other hand is usually used to hold the device. When holding the device with two
hands only the thumb is free for typing. The pointing range of the thumbs are therefore
limited. Consequently, split keyboards have emerged where the left and right sides of
the keyboard have been moved to the left and the right side closer aligned to the position
where users typically will hold the tablet. One may thus expect that two-handed text
entry will lead to improved text entry rates as the keys are even closer to the two fingers
reducing both the physical effort and dexterity needed to input text.
This study set out to determine if this virtual keyboard configurations indeed leads
to improvements in text entry performance though a controlled experiment. The rest of
this paper is organized as follows. First related work on text entry is presented followed
by a presentation of the methodology. Next, the results section presents the empirical
findings which are analyzed in the discussions section.
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Related work

There is a vast body of research into text entry on touch-displays. Many of these studies
evolve around letter shaped gestures [1, 2], variations on menu selection with directional gestures [3, 4] and interactive gestures [5]. Still, much research attention has also
been directed at virtual or soft keyboards that are direct representations of physical
keyboards. Early work on soft keyboards attempted to optimize the keyboard layouts
to achieve higher text entry rates [6, 7]. However, users are usually already trained with
the Qwerty layout and are therefore unlikely to adopt new keyboard layouts. Researchers have therefore attempted to optimize the keyboard layout by making small variations on the Qwerty configuration [8, 9].
Touch typing on Qwerty is a unique skill and one of few bimanual ways of operating
computers. With touch typing the left and right sides of the keyboard is operated by the
two hands. Several researchers have attempted to tap into users’ Qwerty skills by exploiting skill transfer across hands to achieve one-handed touch typing [10] or mimic
two handed Qwerty keyboard input with two joysticks [11]. The fact that touch typing
is performed with two hands did lead to the idea that split keyboards, also called adjustable keyboards, would lead to improved comfort [12, 13] and there is much attention in the ergonomics literature on physical split keyboards, for example its effect on
wrist posture [14, 15] and upper body posture [16].
The idea of touch typing or ten-finger typing on touch displays has also been addressed [17, 18]. However, it is a challenging problem due to the lack of tactile feedback
and consequently noisy input that is hard to decode. Still, for most practical application
text entry on touch devices is performed using one or two fingers. Experiments have
shown that two thumb smartphone text entry is much faster than text input using just
one finger or thumb [19].
Although optimized split tablet keyboards have been proposed [20], the main emphasis is on the established Qwerty layout. In a study on hand posture with tablet text
entry it was found that a narrow keyboard in portrait mode yielded improved results
over landscape mode [21], yet their results with 12 participants showed that the narrow
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Qwerty keyboard layout resulted in higher text entry rates than the split keyboard. In a
study (also including 12 participants) comparing narrow, wide and tilted split tablet
keyboard used in the lap, on a desk and in bed, found that the split keyboard design
received the highest comfort rating when the keyboard was used in bed [22]. Note that
these studies focused on measuring ergonomic aspects of the keyboard design such as
wrist extensions and wrist angles. They did not explicitly focus on text entry speeds or
error rates. Nor did they explore the effects of one-handed use.
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Method

3.1

Experimental design

A 2 × 2 within groups experimental design was chosen with hands and keyboard type
as independent variables and text entry speed in words per minute (wpm) and error rate
as dependent variables. The hands factor had two levels, namely one-handed interaction
and two handed (bimanual) interaction. The keyboard factor had two levels, namely
ordinary soft keyboard and split soft keyboard.
3.2

Participants

A total of 20 participants were recruited at the authors institution. All the participants
were students of which 8 were female (40%) and 12 were male (60%). Their age ranged
from 19 to 33 years of age (M = 24.5, SD = 3.75). All the participants were Norwegian
speakers but having mid to high command of English (using a Likert scale from 1-5).
Total of 18 participants (90%) had some or much prior experience using iPad tablets.
Only 3 participants (15%) reported experience with the split iPad keyboard.
3.3

Task

A text copying task was devised where participants copied displayed phrases using the
given keyboard. MacKenzie and Soukoreff’s list of 500 simple English phrases was
used [23] as a source of text to be copied. These phrases do not include capital letters,
punctuations or other non-alphabetical characters.
3.4

Equipment

The experiment was conducted using an iPad Air with a 9.7-inch display in landscape
mode. The virtual keyboard was configured for Norwegian as participants were expected to be familiar with this layout. Note that no Norwegian letters were used during
the experiment. Word suggestions and autocomplete and error-correction was disabled
during the tests. The text was written in the SimpleNote application. The phrases to be
copied were displayed on a notebook computer in front of the participant.
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a)

Ordinary keyboard, two hands

b)

Ordinary keyboard, one hand

c)

Split keyboard, two hands

d)

Split keyboard, one hand

Fig. 1. The hand postures used in the experiment.

3.5

Procedure

Each participant was tested individually in a meeting room in the authors university to
keep the conditions as constant as possible. The four conditions of experiment were
balanced by varying the presentation order according to a Latin square to compensate
for learning effects. The total time taken was measured using a stopwatch. The text logs
and the measured time were used to calculate the text entry speed in wpm. The iPad
was held in either one or two hands. In the one-handed condition the tablet was held
with one hand and text input with the index finger. In the two-handed condition the
tablet was held with two hands and text input with the two thumbs. The four conditions
are shown in Fig. 1. The laptop with the phrases to be copied was controlled by one of
the experimenters. After completing the text entry tasks, the participants were asked to
complete a simple questionnaire asking demographic information and their subjective
assessment of the four input modes. Each session lasted approximately 25 minutes.
3.6

Analysis

The number of characters input was extracted from the text logs. The number of characters input and the measured time were used to calculate the text entry speed in wpm.
The error rates associated with the inputted text were computed using a custom-made
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script. Error rates were computed using the Levenshtein distance between the inputted
and the source text. Statistical analyses were conducted using JASP version 0.9.1 [24]
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Fig. 2. Mean text entry performance in wpm. Error bars show SD.
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Fig. 3. Mean error rates. Error bars show SD.
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Results

4.1

Performance

The results show that there were significant effects of both hand (F(1, 19) = 92.164, p
= .002, ω² = .104) and type of keyboard (F(1, 19) = 217.326, p < .001, ω² = .649). Fig.
2 shows that using two hands lead to higher text entry rates than using just one hand.
This observation was observed for both keyboards. The results also show that the text
entry rates were higher with the ordinary keyboard compared to the split keyboard.
Hence, the fastest text entry rates were achieved using the ordinary keyboard with two
hands (M = 29.1, SD = 4.5). This is 33.5% faster than the text entry speed achieved with
the split keyboard using two hands (M = 21.8, SD = 2.7). In fact, using the ordinary
keyboard with one hand (M = 27.9, SD = 3.2) is 27.9% faster than the split keyboard
with two hands. The one-handed split keyboard was the slowest condition (M = 18.74,
SD = 2.675). There was also a weak but significant interaction between hand and the
type of keyboard (F(1, 19) = 9.796, p = .006, ω² = .025).
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4.2

Errors

Fig. 3 shows the error rates for the four conditions. The ordinary soft keyboard yielded
lower error rates than the split keyboard and the effect of keyboard type on error rate
was significant (F(1, 19) = 18.227, p < .001, ω² = .140). Interestingly, the error rates
associated with the two types of hand posture were different for the two keyboards.
With the ordinary keyboard one handed operation lead to fewer errors (M = 0.016, SD
= 0.010) than with two hands (M = 0.020, SD = 0.013), while with the split keyboard
one handed operation lead to more errors (M = 0.031, SD = 0.015) than with two handed
operation (M = 0.025, SD = 0.015). Note that these practical differences were not statistically significant (F(1, 19) = 0.271, p = .608). No interactions between keyboard
type and hand posture in terms of error rate were observed.
ONE HAND

TWO HANDS

0.0%

20.0%

100.0%

80.0%

Fig. 4. Preferences for the split keyboard (grey) and the ordinary keyboard (white).

4.3

Preferences

Fig. 4 shows the participants preferences for the four conditions as a diverging stacked
bar chart with preferences for the split keyboard on the left and preference for the ordinary keyboard on the right. For one handed operation all the participants preferred the
traditional keyboard over the split keyboard. For two handed operation 4 of the participants (20%) preferred the split keyboard. Of these four participants only one participant indicated prior experience with the split keyboard. This means that 2 of the participants with prior experience with the split keyboard still preferred the ordinary keyboard, while 3 participants who had no prior experience with the split keyboard preferred the split keyboard when using two hands.
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Discussion

The performance results do not match the predicted outcome as the ordinary platform
outperforms the split keyboard irrespective of which hand posture is adopted. Yet the
findings on text entry performance agree with the previous study of two-handed split
tablet keyboards [20, 21] but not in terms of preference.
To the best of our knowledge our study is the only one also including single handed
operation as a condition. As expected, the text entry performance is worse with the split
layout compared to the ordinary layout. This is probably due to the fact that the index
finger must travel further distances between the two keyboard halves at the left and
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right sides of the tablet. The participants unanimously agreed that the ordinary layout
was preferable over the slit layout when operated using one hand.
It is, however, quite interesting that one-handed operation with the ordinary layout
lead to a lower error rate compared to two handed input while the two-handed split
keyboard lead to lower error rates than single handed operation. This phenomenon
could perhaps be explained using Fitts’ law which predicts the relationship between the
speed, distance and target size in pointing tasks. With the split keyboard the index finger
must travel further distances, possibly at higher speeds leading to missed targets, while
each thumb must travel much shorter distances leading to a higher target hitting rates.
Clearly, the results obtained with split soft keyboards reported herein and in the related studies [20, 21] are negative and disagree with many of the studies of physical
split keyboards [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. One possible explanation for this is that the controlled studies with physical keyboards were conducted using ten finger touch typing
while the controlled studies with soft keyboard where performed using hunt-and-peck
for keys.
5.1

Limitations

The results are based on a single session. This session was and most participants first
encounter with the split keyboard. It would have been relevant to have followed the
participants over several sessions spread out in time to see if learning effects would
lead to changes that would put the split layout in a more favorable light in terms of text
entry speed and preference.
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Conclusion

A controlled experiment comparing a soft split keyboard to an ordinary soft keyboard
on a tablet computer in landscape mode were performed. The results show that the ordinary soft keyboard yielded better results in terms of text entry rates, error rates and
participants preference compared to the soft split keyboard. Future work should conduct longitudinal studies of soft split keyboard designs to see if its theoretical benefits
are reaped via prolonged use.
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